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SUMMARY 

Mongolia successfully organized second joint exercises of aviation search and rescue 

services of Mongolia and Russian Federation from 5
th
 to 8

th
 of September 2012. Civil 

aviation authority of China (CAAC) and APAC ICAO were invited to participate to this 

event as observer from third countries and organizations. By this paper Mongolia 

appealing to initiate aviation search and rescue between East Asian neighboring countries.  

This paper relates to –   

 

Strategic Objectives: 

A: Safety – Enhance global civil aviation safety 
 

Global Plan Initiatives:  
Not Applicable 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Mongolia has established the following SAR-related legislation: 

 Civil Aviation Law of Mongolia; 

 State Aviation Law of Mongolia, Law on Disaster Relief Operations; 

 Civil Aviation Regulations-Part 138 (Search and Rescue); and 

 State Aviation Regulations-Part 6 (Flight Operations).  

1.2 A special procedure on cooperation between the main participants in the aviation search 

and rescue field had been developed and approved by the Cabinet.  Search and rescue services for 

civil aircraft in danger or emergency were organised by the Civil Aviation Authority in cooperation 

with the aircraft operator and National Emergency Management Agency, Ministry of Defense, 

Ministry Of Health, Police Department, General Authority For Border Protection, National 

intelligence agency, local administrations and business entities with the use of specially trained staff, 

forces and technical devices. 
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1.3 Search and rescue service coordination was provided by the Aeronautical Rescue 

Coordination Centre, which was a part of the Air Traffic Services Division of the Civil Aviation 

Authority of Mongolia.  The Aeronautical Rescue Coordination Centre was responsible for supporting 

and providing with information to those persons, organizations, and units organizing and conducting 

search and rescue operation.  The Aeronautical Rescue Coordination Centre has been designated as 

the SAR point of contact (SPOC) since 2002 and was fully manned with officers and navigators 24 

hours/7 days. 

1.4 State owned Mi-171 and Mi-8 helicopters are used for SAR missions. Both types of 

helicopter were specially equipped for search and rescue operations. Other aircraft and helicopters 

from civil air operators could also be engaged for the operation under contract with Civil Aviation 

Authority.  

2. DISCUSSION 

 

SAR Agreements 

2.1 At present Mongolia had a SAR agreement with the Russian Federation.  The Agreement 

between the Government of the Russian Federation and the Government of Mongolia concerning co-

operation in respect of aviation search and rescue, signed on July 11, 2006. 

2.2 Within the framework of agreement between two governments, an operational agreement 

between Federal Aeronautical Agency of the Russian Federation and Civil Aviation Authority of 

Mongolia (MCAA) for SAR cooperation was established on 11th July, 2006, and signed on 11 April 

2008. 

Second Joint Exercise of Mongolia and Russian Federation Aviation SAR Services  

2.3 According to Chapter 3 of Annex 12 (Cooperation between States) of the Chicago 

Convention, the governments of Mongolia and Russian Federation signed the Agreement in aviation 

SAR cooperation on 11th July 2006.  To actualize this Agreement, on 11 April 2008 the MCAA 

signed an Operational Agreement with the Federal Aeronautical Agency of Russia, since 2009 as 

Federal Air Transport Agency (Rosaviatsia).  Under this document, the two Contracting States took a 

responsibility to organize joint exercises of aviation search and rescue services every two years, to 

ensure preparedness checks of cooperation efficiency. 

2.4 The first joint SAREX was held in the territory of the Altai Republic of the Russian 

Federation from 22 to 25 June 2010.  In this exercises, Mongolia participated with one special 

helicopter for SAR and 24 delegates including SAR specialists, rescuers and other relevant officers. 

2.5 Joint SAREX 2012 was a Full-Scale Exercise or a Field Exercise, where actual SAR 

facilities were deployed.  This increased the scope of SAR system-testing and added realistic 

constraints due to times involved in launching, transit and activities of the SAR Units (SRUs). 

2.6 At a result of the first Joint SAREX 2010, the Civil Aviation Authority of Mongolia 

(MCAA) amended some working documents and national rules to improve procedures in SAR cases. 

2.7 At the end of June 2012 delegates from the Federal Air Transport Agency of Russia 

(ROSAVIATSIA) visited Mongolia for the coordination meeting of JOINT SAREX 2012.  At this 

meeting, both sides agreed with the date and place to organize the second JOINT SAREX 2012 and 

the exercise scenarios.  During the exercises, the two sides planned to repeat 14 exercises including 

sign searching from the board, rescuer parachute jumps, cord declivity, identification of survivors and 

other rescue exercises.   
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2.8 From Mongolia, 1 aircraft (Fokker 50), 1 helicopter (MI-171), 25 rescuers, 20 police 

officers, 7 aviation SAR specialists, and 9 members of helicopter crews participated in this exercise. 

The Russian Federation sent 1 helicopter (MI-8), 6 rescuers, 5 aviation SAR specialists, 7 members of 

helicopter crews, and 5 officials for the SAREX.  It gave to all participants more ability to be ready in 

extreme situations. 

2.9 To broaden its cooperation with neighboring countries, the MCAA invited 3 specialists 

from Civil Aviation Administration of China (CAAC) to observe the SAREX 2012, and renewed our 

proposal to establish agreement between Mongolia and China. 

Conclusion 

2.10 After the exercises, the two Contracting States checked all documentation and reviewed 

details of contract between MCAA and Rosaviatsia. 

2.11 MCAA amended certain procedures regarding delivery of emergency reports to other 

entities which were participants of aviation SAR operations, such as National Emergency 

Management Agency, Ministry of Defense, Ministry of Health, Police Department, General Authority 

for Border Protection, National Intelligence Agency and Hubsugul province administration. 

2.12 Mongolia successfully organized and conducted the second aviation SAR joint exercise. 

To ensure preparedness and to improve the collaboration of the states concerned, Joint SAREX-2012 

successfully provided activities for the promotion and sustainability of proficiency of Mongolian SAR 

specialists.  It has been proved by Joint SAREX-2012 that the close cooperation of neighboring States 

on SAR operation was very valuable.  

3. ACTION BY THE MEETING 

 

3.1 The meeting is invited to note the contents of this paper.  

 

 

…………………………. 
 

 
 
 


